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Career in computer animation is promising and the demand in the various industries has given a
steep rise to several jobs in animation profession. Computer animation refers to the process of
creating animated / moving images with the help of computer graphics and various other software
applications. The job in animation industry requires a lot of creativity, talent and technical knowledge
of various animation software applications. In addition to this, the job involves versatility and
demands for plenty of innovation, artistic feel and gleaming imagination. All the animated material
i.e. background environment, models and characters has to be different every time, which makes
this job in animation an interesting as well as challenging one.

There are several profitable and likely jobs available in an animation industry. One can find a big
break in movies, television, websites, marketing firms and advertising agencies. However, with the
modernisation and application of animation in almost all industries, the chances of getting job in
animation has broaden up into many new fields such as architect, automobiles, medical, defence,
manufacturing industries as well as IT industries requiring animation for various websites. 

A job in animation is all about creating movie scene, games characters, cartoons, virtual model and
process of how things work. It all starts from a scratch. Below are few steps involved in creating an
animation:

1.	a rough idea is formed

2.	a story or concept is elaborated from the rough idea

3.	story boards are prepared

4.	characters, models and environment are designed

5.	animation with software applications begins

6.	voices are recorded

7.	voice and animation are merged

8.	rendering of all the data

9.	final editing and retouches

Though animation is a time consuming process, but once it is completed it gives the best viewer
experience. Some of the advantages of computer animations are:

A.	helps to create stunning visual effects to change user experience

B.	attracts and gets attention of the viewer

C.	able to highlight any companyâ€™s products or services

D.	perfect solution for entertainment i.e. animated movies, cartoons, video games, etc
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E.	can be used for educational purpose such as describing mechanical or technical aspects of
automobiles and machinery; visualise space; visualise history and so on

F.	can be used for training purpose like an airplane simulation program

G.	and much more...

To conclude, animation is really an art and if you are good at it, there are a lot of jobs in animation
available in todayâ€™s market.
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